Working with geometrical wall decoration elements

For professionals and interior lovers
Six easy to follow tips to create a geometrical wall decoration

1+2+3=6

“Ever since the first Valence elements were created we have applied the six styling laws of Valence. This style guide brings you the best practices tested in office-, hotel-, restaurant- and residential projects around the world.” Sjoerd Jonkers, Co-Founder.
Don’t even THINK about it!

Stick to the six styling laws of Valence to create a wall decoration that stands out.
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The first law of Valence

Hexagons always point up. All elements should have the point facing upwards.
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The second law of Valence

Most elements can be used in 6 positions. Turn them in steps of 60 degrees.
There are some exceptions

The MonoFlame and MonoPlanter can only be fixed in one way.
Always point up.
Isn’t this obvious?
The more sides you can get to connect, the more aesthetic the pattern.
Stick to the third law to bring cohesion in the pattern.
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The fourth law of Valence

Use voids to make the pattern more dynamic.

To maintain cohesion, voids should be shaped like the elements.

Tip:
Use an element to create the voids.
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The fifth law of Valence
Mono elements are to be positioned on their own vertical or horizontal axis.

Avoid aligning them to keep the pattern aesthetic.
The sixth law of Valence

Think before you act!

The MonoFlame should have plenty of open space above it. Only burn candles when you are in the room. Beware of kids and pets.
A PentaHook can hold 5 coats. Make sure these will not obstruct other elements.
The MonoDot holds all your accessories. Make sure these will not obstruct other elements.
More info

Check the Dux Montage installation guide for easy installation and de-installation.
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Tip:
Organise the elements on a flat surface before you fix them to the wall.
If you need help with the design or installation, you can always contact us.
www.valence.design
DESIGN TOOLS

For professionals and interior lovers

- Dux Style
  Design guide

- Dux Montage
  Installation guide

- 3D files
  Dwg

- Sketchup library
  3D Warehouse

- Creo Materialis
  Material sample cassette

- Creo Instrumenta
  Geometric pattern sample cassette scale 1 : 5

- Creo Template
  Sketching tool scale 1 : 10
A hexagon never goes out of style